INTERACTIVE DIRECT-FIT FUEL PUMP MODULES FOR 2003.5 TO 2013 C5/C6 CORVETTES
**DIRECT-FIT FUEL PUMP MODULES**

**TU475-450**

**WHAT’S IN THE BOX:**
- Direct-fit module for 2003 1/2 C5 and all C6 Corvettes
- Walbro F90000274 450LPH turbine pump with jet-pump - keeps pump submerged under low tank conditions for cornering and acceleration. Prevents motor detonation.
- Stock C5/C6 pump module
- Requires upgraded wiring (*1)
- Level sender and float arm included (*2)
- Fuel pressure regulator included
- Filter socks
- Tank gasket
- Instructions

**TU475-525**

**WHAT’S IN THE BOX:**
- Direct-fit module for 2003 1/2 C5 and all C6 Corvettes
- Walbro F90000285 525LPH turbine pump with jet-pump - keeps pump submerged under low tank conditions for cornering and acceleration. Prevents motor detonation.
- Stock C5/C6 pump module
- Requires upgraded wiring (*1)
- Level sender and float arm included (*2)
- Fuel pressure regulator included
- Filter socks
- Tank gasket
- Instructions

Check our webstore to see full product information.
TU475-450R

WHAT'S IN THE BOX:

• Direct-fit module for 2003 1/2 C5 and all C6 Corvettes
• Walbro F90000274 450LPH turbine pump with jet-pump - keeps pump submerged under low tank conditions for cornering and acceleration. Prevents motor detonation.
• -6 JIC AN Male return port installed
• Requires upgraded wiring and external regulation (*1)
• Level sender and float arm included (*2)
• Fuel pressure regulator blockoff installed
• Passenger-side bypass plug included
• Filter socks
• Tank gasket
• Instructions

TU475-525R

WHAT'S IN THE BOX:

• Direct-fit module for 2003 1/2 C5 and all C6 Corvettes
• Walbro F90000285 525LPH turbine pump with jet-pump - keeps pump submerged under low tank conditions for cornering and acceleration. Prevents motor detonation.
• -6 JIC AN Male return port installed
• Requires upgraded wiring and external regulation (*1)
• Level sender and float arm included (*2)
• Fuel pressure regulator blockoff installed
• Passenger-side bypass plug included
• Filter socks
• Tank gasket
• Instructions

Check our webstore to see full product information
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